Simultaneous mass bias and fractionation corrections utilizing isotopic solid standards and laser ablation ICPMS.
Homogeneous incorporation of analytes of known isotopic abundance into sol-gel-derived standards that mimic important mineral systems has the potential to contribute significantly to providing solid standard benchmarks for a range of applications. This preliminary study reports on the synthesis of solid glass standards produced via the sol-gel method and their doping with Standard Reference Material (SRM) 981 Common Lead Isotopic Standard and SRM 982 Equal-Atom Lead Isotopic Standard. Custom isotopic materials were also prepared using mixtures of the two isotopic SRMs. Particles from these solid samples were then introduced into an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer via laser ablation to determine whether materials of suitable homogeneity could be developed as isotopic reference materials. Preliminary results for Pb isotope ratios show that these solid isotopic reference standards are capable of correcting for instrumental mass bias and laser ablation-induced bias due to fractionation simultaneously. Correction factors generated from the quotient of the certified and measured Pb isotopic ratios in sol-gel disks spiked with SRMs 981 and 982 were successfully applied to produce accurate isotope ratios using comparative control/unknown checks. These correction factors were also used to assign Pb isotopic ratios in NIST SRM 612 Trace Elements in Glass that were in excellent agreement with published measurements, suggesting that tunable matrix sol-gel disks can serve as adequate control matrixes for evaluation of isotope ratios in glass samples.